
Mana 881 

Chapter 881 - There is always a third option! 

In the trembling chaotic void, the terrifying Half-a-Step Great Sage continued to speak madly as his face 

looked towards Noah with intense light. 

"Every time you took down my other 2 bodies...I felt the whispers of a Cosmic Dao enter my ears as the 

moment I faced utter destruction from you, I would finally step on the path of this tremendous Dao." 

"Even a child like you does not grasp the true meaning of it, the true worth of someone capable of 

utilizing the Dao of Ruination and being able to cross the Ruination Sea outside of the Primordial 

Cosmos! This is the reason why I decided to simply enjoy the first method, and instead see if I can kill 

the Master of Ruination so that I can be the only being having access to this Dao." 

The sinister plan that caused the Half-a-Step Great Sage to fuse his body and step into its terrifying 

realm came out! 

I’m the end, he wanted to experience the death of a Universe to gain the spark of comprehension that 

would set him on the path of Ruination. He wanted to eliminate the being that had become the Master 

of Ruination as he took the prime position! 

If he learned the Cosmic Dao, he would naturally be able to combine and utilize the Ruination Cores as 

the Cosmic Treasure would also become his. 

"Yet you haven’t even used your ability to obtain Invincibility for an hour when faced against all my 

bodies...your strength as a Sage nearly spilling out of the peak of such a stage." 

RUMBLE 

"I even had plans for when you escape this Time upon your death where I would follow you in the past 

and kill you there as well...but you threw all of this out when you ridiculously appeared at the stage of a 

Sage and with a mere wave of your hands produced even more Sages!" 

Yes! 

All the plans and contingencies the terrifying being had made were turned into nothingness in the face 

of true strength. 

When Noah’s force came, it was a question of whether the set up plans would ever even get a chance to 

be utilized! 

The Sage actually had the goal of comprehending the Cosmic Dao of Ruination, and he would be able to 

do so if he experienced the destruction of a Universe with Ruination...or faced destruction from the 

hands of the Master of Ruination! 

Such a shocking reality was extremely shocking to think about! 

"If straining this portion of my soul a bit more might help in taking down a monster like you, I will do so. 

If not, I’ll have to watch the play of you deciding whether you can kill me and hand me the keys to 

comprehending Ruination...or if the destruction of this Universe will do it for me!" 



"Either way...I will not lose!" 

RUMBLE! 

The Half-a-Step Great Sage spoke grandly as his words were packed with a great deal of information! 

The talkative biggest boss had told Noah everything to answer the questions plaguing him, even going as 

far as calling a being like him a monster. 

What an honor it was to be called a monster from an expert stemming from the Primordial Cosmos! 

"I will not lose...but what will you do? The Sea of Ruination is already ripping apart the portion of the 

Cosmos torn apart from its home...this Universe will completely be devoured as it does not have the 

protection of the Primordial Cosmos anymore!" 

"Will you try and take my life as you grant me the Cosmic Dao? Or will the inevitable destruction of this 

Universe give it to me? Either way...I win!" 

RUMBLE 

"The moment that I do step on the path of the Cosmic Dao...I will have my main body and soul finally 

freely traverse the Sea of Ruination as I will come to this destroyed universe to take with me a Cosmic 

Treasure, your strength next to the full power of my body and soul being negligible! 

The glorious Half-a-Step Great Sage said these words with shining eyes, his crowned 20 meter body 

shimmering with power as Noah just needed a few seconds to think. 

A moment after, his body rose from his throne as he turned his eyes towards the direction light years 

away where he could see Fractures beginning to spread out, where nobody knew how much time was 

left before these Rifts in space would decimate the entire Universe. 

BZZZT! 

Ruination Essence flared from him as his hands obtained two Cardinal Swords of Ruination, his hair 

turning crimson as his eyes blazed with light! 

"Well, that is a decision. But is it the correct one?" 

The Half-a-Step Great Sage that had been drinking Primordial Essence to purify his body saw Noah’s 

reply, the Tyrannical Emperor’s figure appearing in front of him in the next instant as his body carried 

large numbers of Ruination Galaxy Spirit Bombs to smash onto the golden barrier he had been 

Relentlessly attacking before. 

CRACK! 

ROAAR! 

Tiamat and the other Summoned weaved in on all sides as they went to support their Master against 

this ferocious enemy, the Legions from the Infinite Galaxy continuing to rip apart the forces of the Spirit 

Race that had their bodies glimmering with even more strength. 

"I want a piece of this damn Outsider!" 



Morgana’s sharp voice rang out as with her little body that palpated with destruction, she smashed into 

the figure of the Sage with vigor as she joined the battle! 

A single Half-a-Step Great Sage, besieged on all sides by over 10 powerful Sages, most of them just 

stemming from Noah. 

BOOM! 

The terrifying Ruination Galaxy Spirit Bombs were the ones causing the most damage to the big boss, 

their terrifying +50,000% Soul Damage ripping the defenses that the Half-a-Step Great Sage was setting 

up in seconds! 

"Purification exceeding the ranks of Sages...this must be from the Ruination Essence, yes? Haha, good! 

For power such as that, it is still left in the air whether path 1 or 2 will be followed." 

Death from the Master of Ruination or from the destruction of an entire Universe through 

Ruination...the Half-a-Step Great Sage would take either as long as he achieved his goal of a Cosmic Dao 

and gained the ability to traverse freely from the Primordial Cosmos. 

Chapter 882 - Innumerable Daos in Seconds! 

Noah analyzed the words of the Half-a-Step Great Sage carefully as he moved. 

Since the being repeated over and over again that he would get what he wants from experiencing the 

destruction of the Universe or from the Hands of the Master of Ruination, Noah simply wanted to find a 

third option for that. 

This third option came in the terrifying identity of a Universal Emperor Slime! 

A race that was hunted down by even the powerhouses of the Primordial Cosmos for their unique 

power, a creature that could turn the tables at any time! 

Noah was not looking forward to whatever powerhouse from the Primordial Cosmos who gained the 

ability to traverse the Ruination Sea and come after him for the Ruination Cores, so this third option had 

to be utilized. 

As for the truthfulness of him being somehow able to comprehend a Cosmic Dao just from him being 

killed by Noah? He affirmed this to be true with the Grand Dao of Destiny! The soul of this being that 

had managed to survive Ruination once and enter the Dark Universe while collecting Ruination Cores 

made this condition viable to this creature as such a soul was only a portion connected to a larger being! 

Unless other beings stepped in the Ruination See with half a soul and it came out safe, and then 

somehow obtained Ruination Cores that the small soul stayed with for over a hundred thousand years- 

such a thing would not be possible again. So nothing ridiculous like beings gaining comprehensions of a 

Cosmic Dao merely from being killed by Noah would appear in the future! 

BOOOM! 

Unstable Galaxies floated around him as they were forward to smash onto the raucous Half-a-Step Great 

Sage, all of his Summons attacking valiantly as Morgana’s deadly hands palpating with the essence of 

Destruction fearlessly pounded the enemy! 



At this juncture, we have to come to a stop for a second to appreciate the scene playing out. 

What was occurring at this moment was a scene of the final war for the Dark Universe, where the most 

powerful combatants were embroiled in a terrifying battle that would determine many things for the 

future. 

If the scene could be frozen in time, we would be able to see Noah’s Summons surrounded by gorgeous 

tendrils of Ruination Essence as they released deadly attacks, the figure of Morgana pulsing with the 

Essence of Destruction onto a Half-a-Step Great Sage, the figure of the gargantuan Emperor Penguin and 

Barbatos leaving her Holy Undead Army not too far away- as well as the Undead Legion called forth by 

Noah that had the Nether Lich Emperor pointing its staff towards the glimmering bodies of the Spirit 

Race! 

Then there was Noah. 

A being that months ago had only picked up [Fireball] as his first skill. A being that was among the 

weakest there could be on an unknown planet. 

At this period of time, he was shining the most resplendently as he faced a Half-a-Step Great Sage, his 

eyes blazing with red beams of light as around his body...unstable cl.u.s.ters of Galaxies and vibrating 

Ruination Swords bloomed out! 

This being that was just a Rank F Hunter months ago...was forming and throwing out literal miniaturized 

Galaxies towards his enemies... 

How vast the changes could be in such a short period of time! 

But Noah wasn’t thoroughly done as even with this tremendous strength, he still wasn’t getting through 

the defenses of this Half-a-Step Great Sage to be able to give the third option a possibility. 

This was where the clones in the Time Space of the Infinite Galaxy came in! 

They had been gaining Dao and Assimilation Crystals every time an Entity of the Spirit Race fell, and they 

gained an even larger number of Dao Crystals as the GALAXY Rank Spirit Race experts were also learned 

on the Dao, just not fully comprehending it yet. 

This meant that all the Daos the Spirit Race delved in...could now become Noah’s! 

RUMBLE 

As he clashed with the Half-a-Step Great Sage, the glorious scene resumed as those around felt the aura 

of the Grand Dao of Destruction erupt around Noah. 

It passed through the stage of full comprehension in a second, and then jumped to full assimilation in 

another second! 

BOOOOM! 

His strength became even more explosive as the Ruination Galaxy Spirit Bombs became even more 

l.u.s.trous. 

RUMBLE! 



His body glimmered all sorts of colors as the pressure when released only became grander. 

Mind you, every fully assimilated Grand Dao gave him +10,000% Increased Damage on top of whatever 

unique things the specific Daos themselves granted! 

This was why his power was increasing greatly every second as he wanted to bring forth all the daos he 

could until he could overwhelm a Half-a-Step Great Sage purely on the percentage boosts alone. 

With his 15% purification paired up with the boosts of multiple Daos... 

THRUM! 

He continued as those around him stared towards his direction in shock, sensing Noah becoming an 

Entity in Daos and assimilating them all very quickly in just seconds! 

"Truly ridiculous and unfair how the Cosmos can be! For what reason should someone like you be able 

to exist? A being so young yet somehow comprehends Lesser and Grand Daos to completion and 

assimilated them in seconds?" 

RUMBLE 

"Do you see why I say the Cosmos are unprincipled? Do you understand?! Unless you were a monstrous 

Universal Realm Hegemony that comprehended the Cosmic Dao of Reincarnation and you are simply 

reclaiming your old comprehensions and Assimilations...what you’re doing now just should not be 

allowed!" 

THRUM! 

The Half-a-Step Great Sage had been clashing with Noah and the others many times in the past few 

seconds as he seemed fine after each clash, but after Noah comprehended and assimilated his fifth 

Dao...the Half-a-Step Great Sage began to be pushed back. 

...! 

The Ruination Galaxy Spirit Bombs around Noah only formed faster at this scene as they rumbled 

towards the Half-a-Step Great Sage, yet another Dao aura erupting from Noah! 

Vitality, fully comprehended and assimilated. 

Voidspace. 

Alacrity. 

Fortification. 

Slaughter. 

Summoning! 

RUMBLE! 



The Spirit Race truly had a vast array of beings that studied many different Daos, where Noah knew it to 

be the influence of the being that descended onto their souls a long time ago from the Primordial 

Cosmos. 

He was truly thankful for this as even if the beings killed didn’t fully comprehend the Dao- just having 

proficiency in it would grant him a few Dao Crystals. With his comprehension and Assimilation boosts, it 

became a cake walk for him to do the shocking actions he was currently doing. 

But after the many Daos he just added in a matter of seconds, the one he added last just now was the 

one to cause a change even more wondrous than the special effects of Grand Daos. 

It was the small Lesser Dao of Summoning that went far to forge Noah’s path until he got to where he 

was today! 

Chapter 883 - Merely a Great Sage! I 

The moment Noah fully assimilated the Dao of Summoning, information of its perks when fully 

assimilated floated into his mind! 

Grand Daos like the Sword gave one the ability to enter a Sword Form that doubled all the boosts of the 

Dao, Withering had a unique quality of deconstruction, the Grand Dao of Vastness granted one 

expansive mana reserves, and all the other respective Daos each had their own perks. 

The Lesser Dao of Summoning had its perk as well, and it might have not been a big deal to normal 

beings who fully assimilated it, or even someone like the Holy Emperor. 

But for Noah... 

{Aura of the Assimilator of Summoning}: A passive aura that only appears around those who have 

fully comprehended and assimilated the Lesser Dao of Summoning. It grants +5000% Increased 

Damage to the Summoner and Summoned Pets, and allows the Controller of Summoning to merge his 

Summons onto him in the form of armament, greatly increasing their battle prowess. 

Aside from a 5000% damage increase that would at this point seem minor with what we’ve seen, it was 

the perk of an assimilator of the Dao of Summoning being able to merge with all his pets as they would 

seamlessly attach onto his body as armaments! 

Armaments! 

THRUM! 

His thoughts moved instantly as the essence followed, the enormous body of the Colossal Helios 

Leviathan that released deadly red rays of plasma being the first to turn into a streak of light as it shot 

towards Noah. 

The light that represented the Leviathan covered his c.h.e.s.t and torso as it shone brightly, the scene 

clearing up as a gorgeous set of blue-red armor with archaic runic inscriptions appeared grandly on 

Noah’s body! With the appearance of this, this aura that Noah released became even more oppressive! 

RUMBLE! 



The figures of the rest of the pets began to shoot towards him as each of them went to a different part 

of his body. 

The Obsidian Panther wrapped around Noah’s feet as sleek red-black boots with obsidian wings formed, 

while the Calamity Bear wrapped around Noah’s neck and back as a majestic furred coat dr.a.p.ed his 

back! 

The Oculothorax turned into a streak of light that went into Noah’s eyes, forming into stellar contacts 

that snuggly fit onto both of his eyes as they released horrendous rays of doom lights the moment they 

appeared. 

The light of Jormungandr split in two as within Noah’s hands, curved serpentine blades that pulsated 

with an intense light appeared! 

Tiamat’s enormous figure all went towards Noah’s head and back as it wrapped around, a fearsome 

draconic head helm and crimson dragon wings forming over Noah that made him look like a dragon 

warrior! 

Lastly, the bright Golden Crow’s light came to float above Noah’s head as it formed into a luminous 

golden crown filled with archaic runic inscriptions. The golden crown vibrated and released a pulsing 

light constantly as it washed over Noah, his body constantly clad in vibrant lights. 

He stopped there as only the Blue Slime wasn’t fully merged with in the form of an armament, but his 

current look was a devastating one! 

Morgana and the others found themselves breathless when they looked at this scene. 

Crimson wings on his back with a dragon helm, a l.u.s.trous armor with two serpentine swords as his 

eyes blazed with a soul destroying light. 

It was a shocking transformation that caused the aura of his body to rise to shocking levels! 

His clones that were merged with his pets. 

And now his pets that were on his body seamlessly to create a magisterial set of armament! 

The boosts...oh the f.u.c.k.i.n.g boosts! 

It wasn’t cluttered. 

It wasn’t spread apart. 

All of it came together in a DICTATORIAL fashion as with a stellar new look as blazing red eyes, he 

released an aura that was way past a Sage! 

Even compared to the Half-a-Step Great Sage in front of him...it seemed higher and more oppressive! 

At this juncture, Noah with the demeanor of a true expert moved to attack the stupefied Half-a-Step 

Great Sage. 

BOOOM! 



An innumerable number of Ruination Galaxy Spirit Bombs exploded out, these ones dealing damage 

multiple times greater than last time as they were now enhanced by a ridiculous amount of boosts! Even 

Noah was not able to quantify what percentage of boosts he was receiving, as he knew it wasn’t all 

simply added up from the merged pets. 

All he knew was that his body felt invincible, and his strength like he could shatter full sized Galaxies 

with a swing of his swords! 

It was that sense of feeling! 

"Haha! What a Cosmos we live in! What grand creatures that can be born from it! Alright then, O Master 

of Ruination. Kill me! Let me be destroyed from the hands of the Master of Ruination! From this 

destruction, I will experience a rebirth as I gain a Cosmic Dao..." 

"From destruction comes rebirth, from Ruination..." 

THRUM! 

The figure of the Half-a-Step Great Sage vibrated with power as Noah’s attacks were actually getting 

through its defenses. 

The serpentine Swords he held tore apart the shimmering blue on the body of the enormous Sage as a 

starry Expanse was exposed from within! 

The Half-a-Step Great Sage was actually excited as even though it wasn’t the path he wanted of him 

experiencing the Ruination of the Dark Universe, the path of being killed by the Master of Ruination still 

granted the same result! 

All he had to do was have his main body make its way to the Ruination Sea with the newly gained 

Cosmic Dao...his only task being to locate Noah and take the Cosmic Treasure away from him. 

After all, no being in the ranks of Sages or Great Sages could escape the wrath of an expert multiple 

levels above these! 

So the Half-a-Step Great Sage saw the many unstable Galaxies heading towards him and the deadly 

Animus Summon turned swords as he actually...closed his eyes and welcomed the death of this body. 

He waited for the death of this portion of his soul and got ready to reap its rewards! 

Oh, the result of this action!!! 

A blue assassin that was acting on its own finally made its appearance at this time! 

Chapter 884 - Merely a Great Sage! II 

Pride. 

Oh, pride! 

It was the deep and conscious satisfaction of oneself, something that experts achieving grand realms 

have too much of in abundance. 



It is pride that causes the downfall of many beings, it is pride that is the cause of great experts becoming 

careless as all of sudden...they fall from their high pedestals and into an extremely painful experience! 

The Half-a-Step Great Sage has a true body in the Primordial Cosmos as he was extremely powerful, and 

he had such confidence in himself and the Dao of Destiny that in the last few seconds of the Final War of 

the Dark Universe...he pridefully closed his eyes as he awaited to experience Ruination from the hands 

of the Master of Ruination. 

He waited for what he was destined for...but it would never arrive! 

Noah’s eyes shone brilliantly as while in his magisterial armor, he watched in slow motion as on the 

majestic Half-a-Step Great Stage with a brilliant blue crown spinning atop his head...the viscous mass of 

a Blue Slime unfolded. 

A singular blue slime! 

It came from the folds of space as it ballooned up instantly, the Great Sage only sensing it a millisecond 

later as a single thought crossed his brain. 

’Hmm?’ 

Hmm- It was a stupendous thought that many had throughout their lives, and it was the last thought 

this being had! 

<<Universal Devouring>> was cast from a Universal Emperor Slime that did not have an ounce of 

Ruination Essence in its body! 

RUMBLE! 

...! 

A void shattering eruption of essence then occurred a second later, everything around the immediate 

thousands of miles trembling! 

--- 

The Cosmos were vast, mysterious, and most of all...fantastical. 

So fantastical that everything within them was something out of a being’s wildest imagination, with the 

most shocking things being how many trillions of different things one could find across these Cosmos. 

The Primordial Cosmos were filled with many Universes, our subject today being a particular Universe 

that was fairly well known by the true powerhouses that had the capability to stroll around between 

Universes as they wished! 

It was a Universe that was known as the Cerulean Universe, a gorgeous expanse of an innumerable 

number of galaxies, with its key feature being the wondrous blue aurora of colors that permeated 

throughout its chaotic void. 

Towards the center of this Cerulean Universe, there was a particular region that many powerful experts 

of this Universe stayed away from- a region that was known as the domain of a powerful being! 



Irascible in nature and extremely devious, this being was one of the few experts within this Universe 

that was widely well known. 

For any that were powerful or courageous enough to enter the region, they would be able to find a 

certain location that had a circular, stellar shimmering Galaxy filled with trillions of stars. 

On top of this slowly rotating galaxy that was thousands of light years...one could shockingly see the 

figure of a being laying on top of it! 

Let me repeat that- a figure of a being lying on top of the thin boundary of a galaxy that contained 

trillions of stellar bodies, where the length of his body ran from the beginning to the edges of the 

Galaxy, with one foot even dangling freely from the edge of the Galaxy! 

It was...a monstrous and unbelievable scene to even imagine. 

BZZZT! 

The next second, this being’s eyes opened as the void around him trembled and cracked, his immense 

voice ringing out. 

"WHAT!" 

The galaxy he was laying on trembled at his outburst as the being rose up, his hand coming down in 

anger as it smashed onto the barrier of the Galaxy and shattered it as if it were a thin film of paper, his 

hand going on to destroy an uncountable number of stellar bodies in the corner of the galaxy that his 

hand could cover! 

...! 

"What the f.u.c.k?! What the F.U.C.K?!" 

RUMBLE! 

He rose up with a face full of anger as one could shockingly see the being to be shifting from being 

visible to illusory, an enormous blue crown situated grandly atop his head as at this time, it shimmered 

with an intense blue light that matched with the cerulean chaotic void in the surroundings. 

Extreme shock and wrath were apparent on this being’s face as he was the one that was the sliver of the 

soul within the Half-a-Step Great Sage that was just within the Dark Universe! 

His shock came from the fact that the connection with the soul was cut off abruptly, his high Realm 

being able to see the soul deconstructed and devoured in its entirety by the sudden appearance of a 

viscous creature. 

’The creature...!’ 

His mind moved at extreme speeds as the scenes of the Final War in the Dark Universe played out, all 

the ones with a certain Blue Slime being isolated as the face of this being became filled with more and 

more wrath! 

This single creature...caused for tens of thousands of years of hard work to go up in smoke... 



Over a hundred thousand years’ worth of work....wasted! 

It was all wasted as while he waited for death, the Master of Ruination had actually stopped while the 

viscous body of a slime wrapped around him and devoured his body and soul in their entirety, wiping 

that sliver of the soul out from existence. 

No death by watching a Universe being destroyed with Ruination, no death from the Master of 

Ruination- it meant no comprehensions in a Cosmic Dao! 

Just death by being utterly wiped from existence as everything he had was taken by a singular round 

creature. 

"That slime...!" 

His thunderous voice rang out as the Cerulean Chaotic Void trembled, this knowledgeable expert quickly 

putting the pieces together after looking deeply at the Blue Slime and recalling the feeling of devouring 

before the sliver of his soul disappeared. 

"A Universal Emperor Slime...that wretch actually obtained a Universal Emperor Slime on top of a 

Cosmic Treasure and Dao?!" 

RUMBLE! 

Within the unique cerulean chaotic void that took a blue hue, he seemed to be truly at home as this 

being was born from the essence of this Universe! 

"Hah! Truly what an unfair cosmos we live in! Ruining all my years of hard work and obtaining 

everything for yourself...? It won’t be so easy!" 

..! 

The resplendent blue crown of the terrifying being shimmered as he rose up, his eyes that were larger 

than many stellar bodies stacked together shining with a dominating cold light as the image of a singular 

being filled his mind. 

It was the being situated domineeringly upon a throne of Ruination. 

The being whose eyes seemed to always be looking down on those he faced, eyes that blazed with 

resplendent beams of red light! 

"Noah...Osmont!!!" 

THRUM! 

Chapter 885 - The Rebirth of RUINATION! I 

"Noah...Osmont!!!" 

THRUM! 

His shout reverberated across the cerulean chaotic void as many thoughts crossed his mind. 



He had long since known of the name of the being he was batting when he could still utilize the Grand 

Dao of Destiny against him, and his focus was on this being and the Universal Emperor Slime he 

commanded. 

"A creature such as that was outlawed and marked for murder across all cosmos, yet you just happened 

to have one!" 

WAA! 

His mere emotions caused the cerulean chaotic void to tremble as he continued. 

"I will not be cheated out of a Cosmic Treasure and Dao so easily..." 

His enormous body now sat at the edge of the Galaxy as many plans seemed to cure through his mind at 

this moment. 

"To succeed in saving your universe, all you can do with the combined Cosmic Treasure is stave off the 

advancement of Ruination Essence as you try and connect it back to the Primordial Cosmos..." 

"But even the Sages and Great Sages of your universe perished as they didn’t have what it took before! 

Even if you have the prerequisite of the Cosmic Dao, are your mana reserves as much as multiple Great 

Sages or a Universal Realm Hegemony?! Hmph!" 

RUMBLE 

The body of the terrifyingly sized being stood up as the Galaxy below him quaked. 

"I actually wish you succeed in returning your Universe to the Cosmos! Because then...!" 

Devious light shone from the stellar eyes of the being as his body erupted with the golden light of 

Destiny. 

Many plans were weaved in preparation for what would happen with the lost Dark Universe! 

--- 

Back in the Dark Universe, a shocking scene of a trembling Blue Slime that had just absorbed a Half-a-

Step Great Sage was playing out! 

Before anything else could happen, the viscous body of the Blue Slime seemed to be expanding and 

contracting as if it had eaten something it shouldn’t have. 

BLEEERGH! 

A belching sound came as the Blue Slime ridiculously puked out some things...the things turning out to 

be two slimy red dark cubes that were the Ruination Cores! 

"Ah..." 

The Ruination Cores that were in on the body of the devoured Half-a-Step Great Sage where thrown out 

as they were actually stupendous enough to be items that were not devourable even with the absolute 

skill of the Blue Slime. 



Noah’s armored body vibrantly floated in the chaotic void as the Ruination Cores sank into his Origin, 

trying to find their respective location as at this moment, all 6 were about to be gathered together once 

more under the being proficient in the Cosmic Dao of Ruination. 

The being that could actually use the Cosmic Treasure fully! 

RUMBLE! 

At the same time, the body of the Blue Slime had begun releasing a space shattering aura as its strength 

surged. 

The Legions of the Infinite Galaxy looked towards it in shock as the moment they observed the biggest 

boss of the Spirit Race fall, the rest of the army of the Spirit Race became dimmer as they seemed to 

have lost a great supporter! 

The bodies of the Spirit Race turned listless, Legions of the Infinite Galaxy shouting out with vigor as they 

moved to finish them off. 

Not a single one should be left alive on their eyes! 

OOOOOH! 

RAA! RAA 

The victorious cries of many beings rang out as they moved to collect loot, but Noah’s resonant voice 

rang out and stopped all of them. 

"Stop, we have reached a critical junction with the apocalypse. Return to the Infinite Galaxy!" 

RIIIIP! 

The moment his words finished, a rupture spread out a few hundred thousand miles away to get his 

point across. 

The Infinite Galaxy bloomed out to the size of a small planet in the chaotic void under the command of 

Noah, the Legions instantly beginning to rush into it under Noah’s command! 

Morgana and The Sword Emperor came towards Noah with shining eyes as they began to so see his 

body shoot out l.u.s.trous red light, knowing a reaction was happening after all the Ruination Cores were 

obtained as they waited to see the results. 

They had actually succeeded! 

Against a Half-a-Step Great Sage, they had actually come out on top! 

They looked towards Noah with visible shock and stupor at the level of power his body released, their 

figures then flashing towards the Infinite Galaxy as they only spread their auras out to see what was 

occurring in the outside void. 

It only took less than a minute for the Legions to be returned into the Infinite Galaxy, just as quickly as 

they were brought out. 



Noah waved his hands to warp this Slime into the Infinite Galaxy as well- becoming the sole being in the 

chaotic void aside from the listless Spirit Race that looked forward with hazy eyes! 

RUMBLE! 

Noah’s body shone even brighter as the two Ruination Cores settled into their respective law origins, a 

wondrous reaction beginning at this moment as across the chaotic void and on the overall Dark 

Universe...an Apocalypse was accelerating. 

Fractures spread throughout as the piece of the Cosmos that was cut off could no longer protect itself 

from the destructive Sea of Ruination, being eaten up all around as it was only a matter of time before 

everything was swallowed up! 

At this moment as Noah watched ruptures appear one after another hundreds of thousands of miles 

away, with some even coming tens of thousands of miles close, his eyes were calm as he beckoned 

towards his throne of Ruination. The Light of Destiny flooded from his eyes as it told him of the time he 

had, as he ascertained what he had to do in the next few minutes. 

THRUM! 

His figure sat on the Ruination Throne grandly once more as he looked around the chaotic universe 

facing destruction. His c.h.e.s.t was shining out brightly as within it- the shocking rebirth of something 

powerful was occurring! 

It was the treasure that the Sages and Great Sages of the past utilized to strengthen themselves, but 

because they did not have the proper requirements to use it, they only brought themselves and their 

Universe Ruination. 

It was the Cosmic Treasure that forces from nearby Universes fought over, a Treasure that even an 

expert of the Cerulean Universe failed to get his hands on even after over a hundred thousand years! 

In the c.h.e.s.t of an Emperor atop a Throne, the Rebirth of the Cosmic Treasure Ruination was taking 

place! 
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Noah’s thoughts were many as he sat upon his Ruination Throne and saw the ruptures spreading from 

far away. 

His eyes shone with a golden light as he peered through the mysteries of many things, his c.h.e.s.t only 

continuing to get brighter as an enormous amount of essence from him and the chaotic void was 

constantly being s.u.c.k.e.d in to help with the Rebirth of Ruination! 

The 6 Cores were rotating mystically within his law origins as the line of connection that attached all of 

them together pulled them closer and closer until the square cubes smashed into each other. 

BZZZT! 

Reverberations exploded out as on the outside, Noah’s c.h.e.s.t was seemingly exploding out with red 

light. Inside his Origin, the Ruination Cores had actually begun liquifying the moment they touched as at 

this moment, they melded together to reform into a single Cosmic Treasure! 



This was actually a truly important point to keep in mind- the fact that the Rebirth of such a treasure 

was occurring inside the Origin of a being. 

The birthplace of something is naturally their home, and the birthplace of Ruination...would naturally be 

its home! 

Even the Half-a-Step Great Sage had been wrong when he voiced out that the moment he succeeded, he 

would traverse the Ruination Sea to come find and kill Noah while retaking Ruination. 

Unlike other Cosmic Treasures that all remained Myths, Ruination was about to be the first one that was 

reborn inside the Origin of a being! 

THRUUM! 

Noah observed the progress while he sat upon his throne, his eyes observing the fractures to be 

spreading out and getting ever closer. But the process of rebirth within his origin...was nearly complete. 

The Cores that liquefied and melded together came to form not a square- but a round shape as the 

reborn Cosmic Treasure was circular! 

RUMBLE! 

Noah watched as the moment the circular Treasure fully formed, a majestic beam of red light shot forth 

from his body and crossed the millions of miles above him, the circular treasure that was Ruination 

beginning to form bright points of light within it that looked like wondrous Galaxies. 

RUUMBLE! 

Noah’s body trembled upon the Ruination Throne as he felt an extremely clear connection form with 

something that seemed way out of his league at this moment. 

A second later, something shocking was heard in his mind! 

[I...have been reborn!] 

THRUM! 

Like lightning descending down, a voice crossed Noah’s mind as he nearly fell out of his majestic chair, 

focusing on its source that was the Cosmic Treasure Ruination. 

[It is I!] 

Every single word it released was accompanied by the chaotic void shaking as Noah gave a light smile. At 

this point, he wasn’t shocked that a Cosmic Treasure could have consciousness and speak and he sent 

his thoughts into it while gleaming its information. 

"Yes, it is you. Reformed as one after all this time, but we have to move fast to stop the fractures 

spreading throughout the Universe." 

[It is but an easy thing, O Master. Have you familiarized yourself with my features that you can currently 

use?] 



Ruination spoke of stopping the fractures plaguing the Dark Universe as something simple, Noah smiling 

as he glanced upon the information of this Cosmic Treasure! 

COSMIC <RUINATION> :: A treasure of Cosmic proportions. Anyone obtaining this could be considered 

to have won in life as unless they perish from an early death, their rise into a Universal Hegemony is 

all but guaranteed. To be properly used, a being proficient in the Cosmic Dao of Ruination is required. 

Any use without this condition met will always result in Ruination. The Absolute Skills provided from 

the Cosmic Dao of Ruination are usable in conjunction with this treasure, with these abilities including 

<Master of Ruination>, <Affix Use and Generation>, <Duplication>, <Ruination Realm>, <Universe 

Piercer>. Unusable abilities include Ruination Primordial Clone, Dao Birth... 

A great deal of information and uses of Ruination were displayed, but Noah only needed to focus on the 

first absolute skill for now, it was Master of Ruination! 

<Master of Ruination> :: The ability to bend Ruination Essence within the body of the Master of 

Ruination and outside of it to their will. Simple in name and definition, stupendous in its results. 

"Utilize the absolute skill <Master of Ruination>." 

...! 

[What is the scope you wish for, Master?] 

The void of the Cosmic Treasure lingered in his mind as while he sat upon his dictatorial throne, he 

uttered out domineeringly! 

"The scope is this entire Universe. Stop the advancement of the destructive Sea of Ruination into the 

Dark Universe." 

RUMBLE! 

A domineering command, but one that was followed fully as from Noah’s c.h.e.s.t, the glimmering red 

circle that was Ruination was released! 

[To cover the light years of an entire Universe, a truly dense reserves of Mana will be required that 

Master might not- oh...never mind!] 

THRUM! 

The Cosmic Treasure had begun speaking about mana, but changed its words half way when through the 

connection with its new master- it realized that his mana reserves were boundless! 

It shone with a luminous l.u.s.ter as millions upon millions of galaxies could be seen floating within the 

Cosmic Treasure that began to shine with an immense brilliance that shot out towards every single area. 

From where Noah floated atop his throne, a brilliant red light erupted out as wondrously, there was a 

Fracture that was about to instantly tear apart the area in the nearly hundreds of miles, but the moment 

that the red light extending from the Cosmic Treasure passed through this location, the Fracture 

disappeared! 



The chaotic void was restored as the essence of Ruination was wiped away, the light of the Cosmic 

Treasure only getting faster as it spread its reach as far as it could, the goal being to wrap an entire 

Universe to stop the advancement of the destructive energies of the Ruination Sea that were plaguing 

it! 

How vast was a Universe? 

How many quadrillions of life forms were spread throughout? 

Just how wondrous was the Dark Universe?! 
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The Ancient Powers were only the cl.u.s.ters of power houses within the Dark Universe as they resided 

within Galactic Filaments, and they only took over a minute small portion of such a vast area! 

A majority of the millions of Galaxies within the Universe were similar to Noah’s- isolated and never 

having even heard about other Galaxies or Ancient Powers. 

Even with Noah traveling a negligible portion of the Universe in the past weeks, he came across over 

thousands of Galaxies that were spread out far apart! 

At this moment, he had commanded his Cosmic Treasure to cast an absolute skill that covered this 

entire Universe that even he himself had barely discovered the edge of! 

The wave of red essence traveled out rapidly as it covered many light years every millisecond, the 

Fractures that were spreading out across the affected area of the Universe all fading the moment this 

red light passed through them! 

This was because it was the command under the skill of <Master of Ruination>! The deadly Ruination 

Essence could do nothing but obey the will of the Cosmic Treasure and its Master. 

So the light of the Cosmic Treasure continued to cross the hundreds of thousands of light years quickly! 

The Dark Universe was vast, being over 100 BILLION Light Years before one could come across the edge 

of the observable Universe and find themselves faced with a never ending Ruination Sea. 

Within it, the Galactic Filaments like the ones that made up Ancient Powers were many, but lone 

Galaxies spreading throughout were even more numerous! 

How many of them fell under the decimating damage of the Sea of Ruination was unknown, but millions 

of Galaxies were kept safe and sound as the light of a Cosmic Treasure wiped out all the essence of 

Ruination. 

The light covered 10 billion light years. 

Then 50 billion. 

Ultimately...over 100 Billion light years of the Dark Universe glimmered with the light of the Cosmic 

Treasure that was using the mana reserves of a being that had an infinite amount of! 

RUMBLE 



Noah still sat on the Ruination Throne as he experienced a unique feeling. He didn’t feel drained of 

energy or anything as to him, it didn’t even feel like he cast an ability that affected the whole Universe! 

Noah heard the shocking words of the Cosmic Treasure as he smiled. 

"That easy?" 

[That easy, Master. Though the kids that tried using me before to cause a portion of the Ruination Sea to 

rip apart this Universe from its Primordial Cosmos created a situation where even if the Ruination 

Essence outside does not ravage this Universe, it still does not have the essence to sustain itself.] 

RUMBLE! 

A shocking truth was released from the Cosmic Treasure as it called Sages and Great Sages kids along 

the way. 

Noah’s expression was thoughtful as the light of Destiny and many other Dao Essence swirled in his 

mind. 

"What sustains the Primordial Cosmos?" 

[...the Primordial Essence. I know what you are thinking, Master, but it will be nearly impossible to 

sustain this Universe with Ruination Essence. It was born from Primordial Essence that is of a different 

nature.] 

[The only solution is to reconnect the Universe back to the Primordial Cosmos- like a piece of a puzzle 

completing the whole picture. Only then can the Universe be rejuvenated by its Primordial Essence. As 

of right now, the reason why it could no longer protect itself from Ruination Essence is because the 

reserves of Primordial Essence sustaining it have reduced greatly the past tens of thousands of years. 

Even now, after my protection from the Ruination Sea...this Universe will only last a few hundred years 

before it breaks down entirely!] 

The cold truth from the Cosmic Treasure would make anyone despair, but Noah only had a light smile as 

he tapped his finger upon his throne. 

"A few hundred years..." 

His eyes were filled with an intense light as he thought of many things! 

He was thinking of the terrifying expert he had just killed, knowing that the moment the Dark Universe 

was reconnected to the Primordial Cosmos, the beings within it would be alerted as the fate thereafter 

was something left in the air. 

But the Dark Universe could not just continue floating in the Ruination Sea as it needed Primordial 

Essence as its source of energy! Even when Noah’s thoughts jumped to using Ruination Essence as the 

replacement, the Cosmic Treasure denied this possibility! 

His eyes shimmered with light as he looked at the shining Cosmic Treasure that contained an image of 

innumerable Galaxies within it. 



Through their connection, he sent information about his Infinite Galaxy to this newly reborn Treasure 

while he spoke. 

"What if I change the nature of the Universe? What if I devour all the galaxies within it? What if I locate 

whatever the core of this Universe is and I form a connection with it, and through my connection to the 

Infinite Galaxy...change the source of the essence of the Universe to accept Ruination?" 

RUMBLE! 

A shocking assertion! 

[I...well damn. I mean, maybe?] 

Even the Cosmic Treasure had entered a state of stupor at the domineering claim as Noah nodded with 

a smiling expression. 

"Good! We have much work to do!" 

RUMBLE! 

The shocking Cosmic Treasure was absorbed back into his c.h.e.s.t as he looked at the nearby chaotic 

void that had the listless body of the Spirit Race that felt like they had lost their souls, looking even 

deeper into the Spirit Domains that contained who knew how many more of these beings. 

The presence of the being outside the Universe had disappeared as the power of this Race of 

beings...fell by more than 99%! 

A debate on the fate of these beings passed through Noah’s mind as with a heavy heart and a sigh, 

numerous Ruination Galaxy Spirit Bombs bloomed in front of him. They thundered towards the listless 

remaining army of the Spirit Race as for Noah, there was still too many unknowns with the enemy that 

had its mind take over these beings. 

His heart was heavy as he watched the destructive scenes that played out next with the explosions of 

the Ruination Galaxy Spirit Bombs, waving his hands to collect the loot after a few minutes passed! 

He disappeared from the chaotic void as his Ruination Throne appeared inside the Infinite Galaxy. It was 

on a starry space where the Legions were placed in waiting for word, all of their eyes turning towards 

Noah when he appeared! 

They looked at the fearsome looking being on the throne as they heard his words reverberate out. 

"We were victorious!" 

RUMBLE! 

It was but a few words. But they were words that contained a great deal of information! 

"OHHHH!" 

"VICTORY!" 

"For the Dark Universe!" 



"For the Tyrannical Emperor!" 

Reverberations began spreading throughout as shocking celebrations erupted, the Sword Emperor 

shaking with emotions as Morgana was only staring at Noah with continued shock and disbelief on the 

side. 

"Our Master’s dream...!" 

The emotional Sword Emperor was surrounded by his Sword Kings as they looked upon the enthroned 

Noah with shining eyes full of wonder. 

Barbatos and the other Harbingers of Sin came close to celebrate as further away from this area in the 

stellar space, a wondrous Blue Slime was upgrading to become a Half-a-Step Great Sage as the two 

clones Noah had absorbing Dao and Assimilation Crystals were in front of it watching the process for 

when he did it himself! 

He released the other 7 pets from their merged state with him as they would join for the coming 

celebrations, but he had a great deal of things to do himself as his attention was turned towards the 

Cosmic Treasure. 

He had only looked at its feature of <Master of Ruination> that stopped the advancement of the 

destruction of Ruination Essence into the Dark Universe, just how monstrous were its other features?! 

It had many features he could use and explore, but his heart couldn’t take it as he had to peek at one 

that he couldn’t believe just from its name. 

<Duplication> :: From destruction comes rebirth. With the exception of very few things, any item placed 

within Ruination will be deconstructed and then duplicated. 

"..." 
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<Duplication> :: From destruction comes rebirth. With the exception of very few things, any item placed 

within Ruination will be deconstructed and then duplicated. 

It seemed to be a very simple feature on the surface! 

Anything placed within Ruination would be deconstructed and then duplicated...simple, but the possible 

uses for it were shocking! Within Noah’s Expansive Space right now were a great deal of Dao 

Comprehension and Assimilation Crystals, GALAXY Cores, and Skill Books. 

All of these things...the rarest type of loot anyone in the Dark Universe had collected- could he be able 

to duplicate it with this new feature? 

[Naturally, Master. After all, I am a Cosmic Treasure. This ability is not even one of the ones I consider 

truly useful. The ones you cannot use right now are even better.] 

The voice of the Cosmic Treasure rang out in his mind as a smile bloomed on Noah’s face. He waved his 

hands as he ushered forth a multitude of glimmering Cores and Dao Crystals, all of this loot flowing into 

the small circular Cosmic Treasure that s.u.c.k.e.d them in like a black hole. 



THRUUM! 

A wondrous flash of light illuminated the surroundings. 

A brilliant red light thereafter, a sea of loot double what he had put in before was spat out as 

RUINATION shone with a luminous light! 

[Everything that has been deconstructed and then recreated in double its amount cannot be placed in 

again, otherwise all Cosmic Laws would be broken with you just constantly duplicating the same things 

again and again.] 

The Cosmic Treasure voiced out what Noah already expected, his eyes shining intensely as he waved his 

hands to collect his loot that he had truly doubled just with a wave of his hands! 

What a Cosmic Treasure this was! 

His eyes then went towards the ability of <Ruination Realm>. 

<Ruination Realm> :: A unique Realm only the Master of Ruination can enter. Time flows at a rate of 

1000:1, where a thousand years passing in the Ruination Realm is one year passing in the Cosmos. 

When inside, the perks of +50,000% Increased Comprehension and Assimilation in the Cosmic Dao of 

Ruination is granted, along with +25,000% Increased Comprehension and Assimilation of All Daos. The 

Ruination Essence within is purer than even the Ruination Sea as it is the perfect place to form the 

Ruination Primordial Clone. The Ruination Realm can also Simulate all Enemies the Master of 

Ruination has come across before for the purposes of training. 

"F.u.c.k.i.n.g hell..." 

Noah breathed out in shock at this feature of the Cosmic Treasure as it was simply too ridiculous. 

His wondrous Infinite Galaxy had the max 100:1 time flow between it and the outside world, and yet this 

feature of Ruination Realm would grant him 1000:1, on top of other shocking perks! 

[I like the Ruination Realm, Master. I haven’t been back there since I last left after my birth.] 

The Cosmic Treasure released more shocking truths as Noah just nodded, his eyes going towards the 

other two features that he could currently utilize. 

<Affix Use and Generation> :: On top of the Affixes that were available through the pieces of 

RUINATION, the Master of Ruination can generate as many Affixes as he wishes, as long as they do 

not interfere or heavily influence the Cosmos. 6 Affixes are capable of being selected at once. 

<Universe Piercer> :: The Cosmos are surrounded by a Sea of Ruination, with Universes being bound 

and protected by Primordial Essence. This ability can be utilized on a large scale to affect a willing 

universe, or used by the Master of Ruination to seamlessly pierce into and arrive into any known 

Universes that the Cosmic Treasure has passed through before. Currently available Universes- 

Euthenia Universe, Automaton Universe, Animus Universe, Microbial Universe, Necrotic Universe, 

Cerulean Universe, Elysian Universe, Chthonian Universe... 



Noah finally came across the ability that the Sages and Great Sages of the past had utilized- the ability 

that reaped all their lives and allowed for Ruination to descend unto the Dark Universe until it nearly 

underwent an Apocalypse! 

But the phrase ’willing universe’ within the definition gave Noah many ideas as it affirmed there was 

some sort of consciousness for the Dark Universe, and he was beckoning it to stop being so damn slow 

and come to him already so he could get things rolling! 

But the golden light of Destiny gave him no such information on this as he focused on the features 

again. Universe Piercer also granted him the ability to travel between universes that RUINATION had 

come across before, and when he focused his eyes on the listed Universes...he found that there were 

too many in number! 

A much larger number of Universes than he expected. 

His eyes focused on the Animus Universe where Tiamat was unjustly killed by the collusion of some of 

the Supreme Bloodlines, and then onto the Necrotic Universe where he was able to call the Nether Lich 

Emperor from! 

He could...go into these Universes if he wished, but he had to collect a great deal of information before 

he did so. 

Some things were crucial as Universes like his existed where beings only came up to the stage of a Sage 

or Great Sage, while other Universes had the super duper big bosses in the Universal Realm that were 

known as Hegemonies! 

Their rank stupidly had the term ’Universe’ in it, making Noah extremely careful to even step into any 

Universes in the future with his shiny new Cosmic Treasure. 

If he ever did so, he didn’t see a problem in sending his clones, or even the feature that was currently 

locked for him- the Ruination Primordial Clone! 

"The locked features...?" 

[Master has gained ownership of me, but he still needs to use his Origin Essence to refine me and brand 

a portion of his soul onto me. When the Master has fully refined the Cosmic Treasure, he can use 

everything it offers. A Universal Realm Hegemony would have been able to refine me in a few hours, but 

Master is currently too weak to do so.] 

"..." 
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As a Cosmic Treasure called its master weak, the celebrations continued in the wondrous Infinite Galaxy. 

The Sword Emperor was laughing jovially as he drank with his Sword Kings, realizing the dream of his 

Master who sacrificed his life to give the time required for the Master of Ruination to be born! 

His hand in creating an Immemorial Sword Dungeon and accelerating the strength of Noah helped them 

get where they were today! 



"Drink!" 

The wondrous fruits and herbs of the Infinite Galaxy were enjoyed to the fullest as many beings felt a 

huge weight lifted off their shoulders. 

RAA! 

A certain Penguin was boasting of his achievements as the Harbingers of Sin came together, with the 

eyes of Barbatos being glued to Morgana who sat opposite her. 

The Sage didn’t get any special treatment from the Harbingers of Sin as at this moment, there were 

golden drinks filled to the brim in front of her and Barbatos! 

"I could at least out drink a child." 

"I f.u.c.k.i.n.g dare you to try." 

BZZT! 

Essence buzzed around wildly as the two women grabbed the Golden drinks and began chugging them. 

Off to the side, Kazuhiko’s face was flushed as he was rambling on at a cold faced Anna and Athena. 

The two valiant women looked at this Sword King in disdain as he voiced out loudly. 

"You see, I was with Noah first before anyone else, so I know how this goes! Listen..." 

"...we saved our home world from an invasion against Demons, and then went on to conquer a bunch of 

worlds after that! We stood against tyrants of our Galaxy until we overcame them! Well...it was really 

Noah doing all the work..." 

Kazuhiko seemed to have a thoughtful look amidst his ramblings as the Imperial Phoenix came to join 

the party of two girls while signaling them with her eyes that this would continue for a while. 

"But the point is! We conquered worlds and Realms, and now Noah is fusing Galaxies so he could 

probably take over the Universe! That crazy guy...you all just wait when the time comes to conquer 

Universes!" 

RUMBLE! 

The ramblings of Kazuhiko got many beings to look at each other with shining lights as they ascertained 

his words for truthfulness. 

"Who will still be a major player when that starts...which of us will stand tall and strong to even provide 

Noah with any aid? Haha!" 

"Alright, alright." Steel Mikhail stepped in as he moved the rambling Kazuhiko away from the women 

who turned their eyes towards a certain location in the stellar space they were in. 

It was in a Time Space where one of Noah’s clones was watching a Blue Slime closely. 

On the body of this fearsome Blue Slime, the essence of Daos even more numerous than Noah’s shone 

out brilliantly. 



This was a natural course after swallowing the portion of a soul of an expert that had spent hundreds of 

thousands of years comprehending multiple Daos! 

At this moment, unstable Galaxies were shining and trembling in the Origin of the Blue Slime as it 

shockingly obtained the Realm of the being it Devoured! 

Half-a-Step Great Sage! 

"To step into the Galactic Filament Realm, you have to nurture your Galaxy with the essence of 

Assimilated Daos to birth more Galaxies. You have many Daos on you little guy, come on!" 

Noah spoke to the wobbly blue slime that seemed drunk on power, bobbing itself up and down as it was 

seemingly promising to stabilize the newly forming unstable Galaxies and fully step into the Galactic 

Filament Realm. 

Noah’s clone smiled as he looked where the raucous celebrations were ongoing, choosing to let the 

powerful beings of the Infinite Galaxy enjoy themselves some more before another clone appeared in 

front of them with the Duplicated Cores and Dao Crystals! 

Off to the side, the voluptuous figure of Tiamat could be seen as she bit her lips while looking at Noah. 

"I...you...you really became a Sage in less than a hundred years..." 

Noah looked towards her as he remembered something and laughed heartily. 

"Oh yes, our bet! Well, not even a hundred years, but a few weeks have passed since that time? I frankly 

thought it would take me a bit longer too. I have myself to blame for being too outstanding." 

".." 

Tiamat stayed silently as her eyes shimmered with the light of stars, getting in front of Noah as this 

terrifying being with a stupendous identity...fell to her knees! 

Her full c.h.e.s.t glistened in the wondrous colors within the time space as she voiced out with a firm 

voice. 

"Unbelievable rate of progression, assimilating daos as if they were nothing, gaining a Cosmic Dao while 

still an Entity...you have a rap sheet that would even make Universal Realm Hegemonies jealous!" 

RUMBLE! 

"I...I pledge my full allegiance to you, Master. You have my trust...and my heart if you wish for it!" 

...! 

The domineering Queen Dowager could not help but succ.u.mb to the Tyrannical Emperor, this powerful 

Progenitor of Dragons kneeling in front of him in a shocking scene that would make the knowledgeable 

beings of the Animus Universe gape in shock. 

Noah came down to the level of Tiamat as he placed his hand on her chin to lift the face of the Queen 

Dowager up. He looked into her red draconian eyes as he spoke with a smile! 



"I told you that as one of my people, I would settle all grievances you have. I haven’t forgotten about 

your wishes in the Animus Universe! Focus on increasing your power for now as you work back to 

regaining your Cosmic Dao. We’ll start by making you and the others Sages and Great Sages..." 

Noah spoke domineeringly as Tiamat rose with a smile, replying with sweet words that were filled with 

trust. 

"Yes, Master!" 

The scenes gradually changed and shifted as time passed, Noah’s words being those of Truth as he truly 

had the capability to make more Sages and Great Sages! 

As for the Great Sages? Well, such a thing could easily be done by him to his Animus Summons after he 

stepped on this path himself! 

He was telling the wobbly blue slime that his existence that held many Daos would be able to easily 

stabilize his Realm and advance into a Great Sage, but this situation applied to him even more as he had 

assimilated a great deal of Daos! 

In the chaotic void, Noah’s main body returned as he remained situated upon the Ruination Throne, 

twirling with the bright Cosmic Treasure within his hands. 

"Let’s visit the Ruination Realm. Let me experience a thousand days there in exchange for one...let me 

advance into the next Realm for the first time ever without relying on Cores of the same level!" 

...! 

With the absence of Galactic Filament Cores as the Blue Slime had devoured everything for himself, 

Noah was left without Cores to advance his Realm as he chose to do it himself! 
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The glimmering Cosmic Treasure released an oppressive light that wrapped around Noah and the throne 

he sat on, his figure disappearing from the chaotic void. 

The place he appeared was not within the Dark Universe nor within the Primordial Cosmos, but a 

location no other being had stepped on- it was the Ruination Realm that existed somewhere deep 

within the Ruination Sea! 

SHAA! 

His figure appeared in a space that was tinged red with a hint of gold, rivers of deeply crimson Ruination 

essence flowing smoothly in front of his eyes as they seemed extremely dense. 

Every breath he took here made his every cell feel extremely vibrant and full of life as even the Cosmic 

Treasure flowed from him to spin around the area! 

[The Ruination Realm is the place to come to when you need to increase your strength and even for 

Purification. Master can easily break into the Galactic Filament Realm here.] 

Its voice flowed out as Noah nodded, closing his eyes as he felt the abundant Ruination Essence around 

him. 



As he got familiar with the new environment, Information of his Stat Panel freely flowed into his mind as 

it showed him how far he had come! 

[Noah Osmont][Title(s): Sage, Infernal Lord(Variant), Controller(All Laws)] 

[Trait(s) : Infinite Mana & Protagonist] 

[Bloodline(s): Vampyre Progenitor] 

[Vitality: GALAXY(PEAK)] 

[Focus: ∞ ] 

[Strength: GALAXY(PEAK)] 

[Law(s) : Life-100%, Death-100%, Aether- 100%, Karma-100%,Fate-100%,Chaos-100%, Light-100%, Dark-

100%, Space-100%, Time-100%, Fire-100%, Water-100%, Earth-100%, Air-100%] 

[Universal Laws Assimilation: 100%] 

[Primeval Propitious Physique: 100%] 

[Skill Points :: 39,125,269] 

His stat panel made him look like a maxed out character that someone had spent too much time on to 

achieve excellence on every possible avenue, but he had only done it in a matter of weeks! 

And after this time, he was making a bid to advance even further as he focused on his Manifested Galaxy 

that had been enriched to the fullest, and yet it hadn’t advanced to the next stage! 

To further increase and birth more Galaxies, a being had to enrich their origin with the essence of their 

assimilated Daos. Within this wondrous Ruination Realm that had 1000:1 time ratio, this was exactly 

what Noah had begun to do as he utilized the essence of the many Daos he had recently assimilated and 

sent them all to his origin. 

THRUM! 

The Manifested Galaxy trembled with power as the stellar bodies within it shone gloriously, beginning to 

pulsate and expand as after being stagnant in the GALAXY Realm for so long, Noah was going forward to 

try and forge more Galaxies and build up his Galactic Filament! 

The past Sages of the Dark Universe had undergone a similar process, but very few of them had 

managed to comprehend many Daos, and thus it was harder for them to form new Galaxies and step 

into the stage of a Great Sage! 

After observing his own Animus Summon forge towards this level and having an overabundance of 

Assimilated Daos himself, it was only a matter of time before he advanced. 

And time...he had an abundant amount of! 

In a day, he finished enriching his Manifested Galaxy as it pulsed out with power, many smaller Galactic 

Nuclei slowly being born around it in a grand manner. 



In a week, the Nuclei began forming into their own Galaxies as they shook with instability, needing to be 

enriched with Dao Essence even more before they could become genuine Galaxies! 

Another 3 weeks passed within the Ruination Realm, and a space shattering aura erupted from Noah as 

at this moment- multiple vibrant Galaxies floated within his origin! 

No need for Cores of the Realm, no need to even depend on others! For the GALACTIC FILAMENT Realm, 

he stepped on it himself as his body upon the Ruination Throne buzzed with power. 

He opened his eyes as his body shone with a gorgeous splendor! 

On his c.h.e.s.t, the swirling manifestations of many Galaxies could be seen, where there was currently 

10 in number. 

Such a wondrous title just less than a year since he stepped on the path of power! 

[That took you longer than I expected, Master.] 

The Cosmic Treasure commented lightly as it floated around the rivers of Ruination Essence gleefully, 

stopping in front of Noah’s grand visage that trembled trembled power. 

Noah was in a stupor as he agreed, but he defended himself nonetheless! 

"It was my first time breaking through a Realm naturally, even though a month was long, less than an 

hour has passed in the Cosmos!" 

RUMBLE! 

The Master and Cosmic Treasure had a shocking conversation that would make the geniuses of the 

Cosmos spit blood. 

A month to achieve the stage of Great Sage? Other beings needed thousands upon thousands of years 

to do so! 

Yet Noah had spent over a month in the Ruination Realm as in the outside Cosmos...less than an hour 

had passed... 

The Cosmic Treasure voiced out again as Noah nodded. The time difference was so shocking that he 

could spend a year in here, and only 9 or so hours would have passed outside the Cosmos! 

He planned to utilize this to the fullest by having his clones or his main body remain in this location at all 

times to enjoy this boon while working towards achieving full comprehension in a Cosmic Dao that he 

could not use any outside tools to increase. 

"It’s time to fully put all focus into fusing Galaxies and locating the core of the Dark Universe..." 

On top of the many things he had to do after achieving Galactic Filament like increase the Realms of his 

pets and comprehend the Cosmic Dao, he would be having all clones actively spread throughout the 

Dark Universe to come in contact with and fuse the Galaxies spread throughout! 

 


